BIOELEMENTS ACNE CLEARING TREATMENT

BIOELEMENTS FACIAL: Designed for your exact
complexion, this personalized facial is totally
customized from start to finish! You’ll experience a
custom blended deep pore cleansing, exfoliation
and massage of the face, neck and shoulders
followed by a therapeutic mask and serum,
designed to correct specific problems. Emerge an
hour later with immaculately clean, smooth and
glowing skin.
Treatment time: One Hour
CALMITUDE FACIAL FOR SENSITIVE SKIN: Created
for intolerant complexions, this soothing treatment
is designed to strengthen fragile skin while reducing
redness and discouraging irritation. You’ll
experience calming skin cleansing, gentle
exfoliation, a relaxing facial massage and an ultra‐
soothing mask customizing specifically for your
skin’s unique sensitivities. Emerge with skin that
feels comfortable, smooth and less reactive to
aggravating stressors. A perfect choice for any
sensitive skin.
Treatment time: One Hour
THE REPÊCHAGE FOUR‐LAYER FACIAL: Experience
layer upon layer of pure, fresh European seaweed
to rejuvenate, tone and help firm the skin
dramatically.
Layer 1: Seaweed filtrate is a concentrate of freshly‐
harvested seaweed. It softens lines, adds moisture and
helps rebalance and tone skin tissues.
Layer 2: A three facial massage is given with a creamy
hydrating formula. Lasting benefits include improved
circulation and elasticity.
Layer 3: The fresh seaweed mask is the cooling and
soothing treatment that hydrates while cooling skin.
Layer 4: The mineral mask is the grand finale. It creates
its own gentle warmth to activate the properties of the
seaweed

Treatment time: 90min

An absolute must if you are breakout‐prone, have
clogged pores or blackheads. You’ll receive a
personal skin assessment followed by a deep pore
cleansing, exfoliated and a medicated Amino Mask®
that contains enzymes, antioxidants, antiseptic and
anti‐inflammatory ingredients. Make this effective
treatment a part of your continuing fight against
acne
Treatment time: . One Hour
PUMICE PEEL® MANUAL MICRODERMABRASION
TREATMENT
The ultrafine pumice crystals in this machine‐less
microdermabrasion treatment peel away dull,
dreary cells, abrade uneven skin and visibly reduce
the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. A skin‐
resurfacing treatment, it also includes a customized
mask to infuse nutrients into your newly polished
complexion. The results will be brighter skin with
improved clarity and a more even tone. It’s the
ideal option for those who want the effects of
microdermabrasion without the machine
Treatment time: 90 min
BIOELEMENTS LACTIC‐PLUS PEEL TREATMENT
This advanced, ultimate strength peel contains
organic lactic acid, enhanced by pumpkin and
stimulating pomegranate to provide a powerful
surface peeling of dulling skin cells. This peel will
dramatically improve dull, lifeless and rough
textured skin and can be customized to meet the
level of exfoliation that your skin needs with
amazing results and no down‐time. Your skin will
fell smooth and retexturized, with a brighter, more
even overall tone.
Treatment time: One Hour

BIOELEMENTS DOUBLE SURFACE PEELING
TREATMENT: This powerful treatment uses extra‐
strength exfoliation to peel away dulling surface
layers, minimize the appearance of pores and
smooth the skin. An immediate improvement in
texture will occur, surface skin will feel like
porcelain, and your complexion will take a healthy,
youthful glow. The intensity of the treatment is
customized for your exact skin to ensure maximum
results. A potent skin peel without any downtime!
Treatment time: One Hour
ALPHABLEND MAXIMUM EXFOLIANT TREATMENT:
This professional peel utilizes Alphablend, our
exclusive blend of fruit acids to exfoliate dulling
surface cells, refine skin texture and reduce the
appearance of sun damage. This treatment also
minimizes pore size and helps to reduce clogged
pores, leaving your skin looking vibrant, and feeling
soft and smooth.
Treatment time: One Hour
BIOELEMENTS SKIN TREATMENT FOR MEN
A customized treatment designed to keep your skin
looking its very best. We’ll start with deep cleansing
and exfoliation to target any breakouts, blackheads
and ingrown hairs. Next, a custom blended
Bioelements mask will be applied to soothe,
balance and tone tour skin. All this, plus a relaxing
massage of the neck, face and shoulders. You’ll
emerge looking and feeling like a million.
Treatment time: One Hour

EXPRESS TREATMENTS
BIOELEMENTS FAST RESULTS PEEL
Want smoother, softer, retexturized skin but short
on time? This advanced, ultimate‐strength ‘quick
peel’ contains potent acids and enzymes, to provide
a powerful peeling of dulling surface cells in just 30
minutes! It’s the fastest way to smooth out fine
lines and wrinkles, leaving your skin feeling
refreshed and younger looking.
Treatment time: 30 minutes

SEAWEED FACIAL MASK
The Seaweed Facial Mask is the express ticket to
clean and healthy skin. A soothing massage with C‐
Serum followed by a cooling and soothing fresh
seaweed mask. Skin is clean, refreshed, healthy and
vibrant
Treatment time: 45min
Vita Cura® 5 Phase Firming Facial with Micropeel:
Repêchage’s exclusive combination of natural
marine and herbal ingredients to invigorate, lift and
firm mature skin, providing advanced skin repair.
The treatment provides an instant trigger to young
looking skin. Long term benefits to preserve
elasticity, improve oxygenation and help prompt
cell renewal. By understanding the science behind
natural therapies, Repêchage is able to provide the
most advanced skin solutions for today’s client.
Plastic Surgeon Recommended.
Phase 1: Enzymatic Micropeel: papaya based peel gently
reveals brighter younger looking skin and a vibrant
complexion.
Phase 2: Cell Renewal Serum: massaged into skin to
promote celluar repair, improve circulation, decrease
dryness and provide protection from oxidation damage.
Phase 3: Triple Firming treatment: This phase firms the
skin in three dramatic ways. Messenger Pentapeptides
act faster then Retinol, without redness and irritation.
Marine Biopeptides stimulate collagen production. Red
Clover Extract provides a hormonal trigger to younger
looking skin.
Phase 4: Firming Mask: Seaweeds firm and smooth the
skin while enhancing the action of previous layers.
Phase 5: Opti‐Lift Serum: A Biopolymer of Almond
protein

Together, these 5 phases provide unsurpassed anti‐
aging results that you can see and feel.
Treatment Time: 90min
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